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We are Kast. A design-led business
based on the edge of Sherwood Forest,
in the heart of the UK. Specialists in the
design and manufacture of contemporary
concrete products, we design and make
everything from our factory in the UK
and deliver worldwide.
Kast’s founder, Tim Bayes, fell
in love with concrete over 20 years
ago. Growing up in Switzerland, he
was inspired by their use of concrete,
manipulating it into unique shapes
and forms. Drawn to the purity of this
material, Tim realised the potential it
had for contemporary product design.
With a natural affinity towards
engineering and a degree in Fine Art,
he began working with this ‘liquid stone’
and was convinced that it could become
the ideal material for interior products.

From designing furniture to creating
contemporary interior surfaces,
realising this vision took many years of
development, researching and refining
both the precise mix of concrete and
complex casting processes. Tim grew
his team and continued to innovate,
pushing the boundaries of how concrete
can be used.
Over the years we have learned to
pare back what we do, and hone what
we make. When we started there was
no-one to follow, because no-one
was making and designing concrete
products like we were. These days we
focus relentlessly on one thing; making
the most beautiful concrete basins
anywhere in the world.
That’s what we do. That’s all we do.
And that’s enough.
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Two decades of specialist
knowledge and experience
Our team is made up of skilled
designers and makers that bring
specialist knowledge and experience
to every step of the process. From the
makers producing the moulds, to the
precision engineering behind the refined
designs, years of knowledge and
experience from each of our disciplines
makes our design and engineering
process the best it can be.
Each Kast product holds within
it our two decades of deep, learned
understanding of the material, from way
back when our founder Tim first began
experimenting with concrete.
Attention to detail makes
the difference
All our experience and knowledge
means that our quality control and
attention to detail is key when it comes
to making the moulds, because we
know that concrete is only ever as
good as the mould from which it was
produced. We believe that small details
make a difference and it’s these small
details that set our products apart.
The same care and attention to
detail is carried throughout all stages of
production, before each item is carefully
packaged for dispatch around the world.
From design to delivery, we take
pride in the quality of our products.
Real, authentic concrete
Our concrete is aggregate-based
concrete. Real, authentic concrete
using limestone from local suppliers in
Derbyshire alongside specially sourced
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sands and high-quality pigments that
are carefully blended to create the most
aesthetically refined mixes anywhere in
the world.
Our expertise comes in our ability
to consistently manipulate a specific
concrete mix design for each basin.
Our mastery of the material is down
to years of testing and refining our
specialist mixes and casting processes
to deliver outstanding strength, durability
and silk-smooth finishes every time.
Different by design
Our specialist factory on the edge of
Sherwood Forest is also home to our
design studio. Tim set Kast up like this
deliberately, so that any design that we
conceive can be tested, refined and
made right here.
Design-led thinking, cutting-edge
manufacturing processes and bold
experimentation are all at the heart of
Kast. We have full control and flexibility
when it comes to designing and making,
and it’s what allows us to continue to
improve and innovate.
Market leaders
Kast became the first dedicated
collection of concrete wash basins in
the world which now encompasses a
diverse range of designs, each with
a unique aesthetic that is integral to the
character of the material. We continue
to lead the way in concrete product
design, pushing the boundaries of form,
colour and material.
That’s why Kast has become the
choice of homeowners, designers and
architects around the world.
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Concrete is a unique, timeless material.
Starting out life as a liquid, concrete
in its natural form is unlike any other
stone. Its versatility enables us to
engineer products that push the
boundaries of design. Our unique
product range is a perfect example of
what can be achieved with this liquid
stone. From simple monolithic forms
to refined contours and patterned
surfaces, our ever-growing product
range sets a precedent for what can
be achieved with this material.
Concrete is inherently unpredictable,
but that's part of its charm. We’ve
spent the last two decades learning
how to master it through practical
applied research to produce the most
aesthetically refined mixes anywhere in
the world.
Our extensive knowledge and
experience of working with this liquid
stone allows us to push the material
to its limits. It means we’re able to
design out the inherent limitations of
concrete and create extraordinary
products with it.

Not only this, all Kast products are
made from traditional, aggregate-based
concrete. Real, authentic concrete
using limestone from local suppliers in
Derbyshire alongside specially sourced
sands and high-quality pigments that
are carefully blended to create the
Kast palette of 28 colours.
We choose not to use glass fibre
reinforced concrete as we prefer
the aesthetic integrity of traditional,
aggregate-based concrete. Our unique
combination of aggregates naturally
enhances the strength of our concrete
and provides volume stability and
durability. The depth of texture that
occurs visually as a result of carefully
blended aggregates and cement
creates a solid, tactile aesthetic with
organic, stone-like characteristics.
Rich in both colour and character,
our concrete creates an inimitable
quality that brings vibrancy and life
to every product.
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A series of patterned basins that
celebrate the design possibilities of
concrete through refined surface pattern.
The expressive outer designs range
from subtle geometric textures to highly
defined, sculptural surfaces rich in
dramatic shadows.
With a bold and non-conformist attitude
growing amongst interior design trends,
the Kast Canvas range of patterned
concrete basins encourages this
mentality to experiment and push
boundaries with design.
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Canvas collection

A slim pill-shaped basin featuring
subtle contours and offset vanity space.
The vanity space hides the waste and
is available with or without the ribbed
surface pattern

.
Options

Left or right hand basin
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included
Non-patterned insert option

Plan view

L — Left hand side

R — Right hand side

Size variations

700 × 350mm
27 1/2 × 13 3/4″

A.A1.L
Code

A.A1.R

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

Height

120mm, 4 3/4″

Weight

38kg, 84lbs

Brackets

Included
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Canvas collection

Minimal and elongated in form to create
a twin concrete basin for two. The central
vanity space is available with or without
the fluted surface pattern

double.
Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Non-patterned insert option

Plan view
Size variations

1200 × 400mm
47 1/4 × 15 3/4″

Code

AD.A1

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

Height

120mm, 4 3/4″

Weight

70kg, 155lbs

Brackets

Included
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Canvas collection

Minimal in form, this curved, freestanding
pedestal basin features a contemporary
ribbed surface pattern to the outer face

Options

For use with wall mounted or
freestanding tap
Access for wall or floor
plumbing
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

700 × 350mm
27 1/2 × 13 3/4″

Code

AP.A1

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

Height

870mm, 34 1/4″

Weight

150kg, 330lbs

Brackets

Not included
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Canvas collection

A contemporary take on a traditional
bucket sink. The pin stripe pattern
enhances the vertical form and
wraps around the curves

Elm.
Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap 1
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included
1

Spout & handle extensions may be
required to accommodate for the
splash back thickness (30mm)

Plan view
Size variations

600 × 350mm
23 5/8 × 13 3/4″

Code

E.A1

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

450mm, 17 3/4″

Weight

50kg, 110lbs

Brackets

Included
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Canvas collection

A compact version of the Elm basin,
featuring the same distinguished
pinstripe pattern, curved corners
and integrated splashback

Elm mini.
Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap 1
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included
1

Spout & handle extensions may be
required to accommodate for the
splash back thickness (30mm)

Plan view
Size variations

450 × 320mm
17 3/4 × 12 5/8″

Code

EM.A1

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

450mm, 17 3/4″

Weight

35kg, 77lbs

Brackets

Included
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Canvas collection

Inspired by retro influences, this curved
trough basin features a corrugated
outer surface pattern and recessed
vanity space

Iv .
Options

Also available in larger sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

815 × 320mm
32 1/8 × 12 5/8″

Code

IV.A1

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

33kg, 73lbs

Brackets

Included
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Canvas collection

A compact semi circle sink with a refined
fluted pattern to the outer surface

Lun .
Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

465 × 360mm
18 1/4 × 14 1/8″

Code

LN.A1

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

Height

120mm, 4 3/4″

Weight

17kg, 38lbs

Brackets

Included
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Canvas collection

A round countertop basin with a bowl
interior. The outer face features a
decorative geometric surface pattern
that mimics the circular form

M r .
Options

Surface mounting
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

420mm diameter
16 1/2″ diameter

Code

M.A1

Walls

10mm, 3/8″

Height

180mm, 7 1/8″

Weight

40kg, 88lbs

Brackets

Not included
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Canvas collection

A circular countertop basin featuring
a decorative pleated pattern that twists
diagonally around the form

Otto.
Options

Surface mounting
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

375mm diameter
14 3/4″ diameter

Code

OT.A1

Walls

10mm, 3/8″

Height

160mm, 6 1/4″

Weight

16kg, 36lbs

Brackets

Not included
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Canvas collection

A robust concrete basin with strong contours
and ample inner depth. The triangular pattern
offers a decorative visual structure that
enhances the solidity of the form

Vos.
Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with surface or wall
mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

600 × 450mm
23 5/8 × 17 3/4″

Code

V.A1

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

180mm, 7 1/8″

Weight

46kg, 102lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core
A diverse range of concrete wash basins
designed to accentuate the desirable
qualities of concrete. From wall-hung
basins to countertop vessels and spacesaving designs, the contemporary forms
beautifully showcase the unique textures
and characteristics of the material.
With customisable options for size,
colour and style, each basin is made to
order providing you with the opportunity
to tailor the design to your individual
scheme, brief or lifestyle.
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Core collection

An elegant slim-edge counter top basin
with subtle curves and contoured bowl

Options

Available in multiple sizes
Surface mounting
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes

rl .

Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

400 × 400mm
15 3/4 × 15 3/4″

Code

AR.A1

Walls

10mm, 3/8″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

29kg, 64lbs

Brackets

Not included

600 × 400mm
23 5/8 × 15 3/4″

Code

AR.B1

Walls

10mm, 3/8″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

44kg, 97lbs

Brackets

Not included
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Core collection

A stylised and simple concrete basin
featuring an offset vanity area and
circular bowl

Cero.
Options

Left or right hand basin
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view

L — Left hand side

R — Right hand side

Size variations

830 × 420mm
32 5/8 × 16 1/2″

C.A1.L
Code

C.A1.R

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

100mm, 4″

Weight

70kg, 155lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

A contemporary freestanding basin
design with concealed, recessed
drainage and integrated splash-back

Cor .
Options

Designed in line with ADA
guidelines
Frame stand for mounting is
included as standard
Custom stands available
For use with surface or wall
mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes (removable
insert covers the waste)
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

1000 × 480mm
39 3/8 × 18 7/8″

Code

CO.A1

Walls

70mm, 2 3/4″

Height

912mm, 35 7/8″

Weight

130kg, 287lbs

Stand

Included
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Core collection

A signature Kast design, this slimline and
contemporary concrete basin features
offset vanity space and gives the
appearance of hidden, runaway drainage

Flor.
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Left or right hand basin
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes (removable
insert covers the waste)
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view

L — Left hand side

R — Right hand side

Size variations

700 × 350mm
27 1/2 × 13 3/4″

1000 × 350mm
39 3/8 × 13 3/4″

1000 × 350mm
39 3/8 × 13 3/4″

1200 × 420mm
47 1/4 × 16 1/2″

F.C6.L

F.A2.L

F.B3.L

F.B5.L

Code

F.A2.R

F.B3.R

F.B5.R

F.C6.R

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

20mm, 3/4″

50mm, 2″

50mm, 2″

Height

100mm, 4″

130mm, 5 1/8″

100mm, 4″

130mm, 5 1/8″

Weight

32kg, 70lbs

77kg, 170lbs

63kg, 139lbs

115kg, 254lbs

Included

Included

Included

Included

Brackets
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Core collection

A mirrored version of the Flor model
to create a twin basin which adopts
the sleek, minimal design of its
singular counterpart
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes (removable
insert covers waste)

Flor double.

Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

1200 × 350mm
47 1/4 × 13 3/4″

Code

FD.B4

Walls

50mm, 2″

Height

100mm, 4″

Weight

75kg, 165lbs

Brackets

Included

1340 × 420mm
52 3/4 × 16 1/2″

Code

FD.C4

Walls

50mm, 2″

Height

150mm, 5 7/8″

Weight

165kg, 364lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

A smaller version of our Flor basin
featuring the same offset vanity space
and concealed drainage design

Flor mini.
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Left or right hand basin
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes (removable
insert covers waste)
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view

L — Left hand side

R — Right hand side

Size variations

530 × 270mm
20 7/8 × 10 5/8″

530 × 270mm
20 7/8 × 10 5/8″

630 × 270mm
24 3/4 × 10 5/8″

830 × 350mm
32 5/8 × 13 3/4″

FM.C6.L

FM.A1.L

FM.A5.L

FM.B5.L

Code

FM.A1.R

FM.A5.R

FM.B5.R

FM.C6.R

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

80mm, 3 1/8″

100mm, 4″

100mm, 4″

130mm, 5 1/8″

Weight

24kg, 53lbs

34kg, 75lbs

31kg, 69lbs

75kg, 166lbs

Included

Included

Included

Included

Brackets
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Core collection

A compact concrete basin, offset
with side vanity area and option
for a surface mounted tap

Fox.
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with surface or wall
mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view

L — Left hand side

R — Right hand side

Size variations

530 × 230mm
20 7/8 × 9″

730 × 420mm
28 3/4 × 16 1/2″

900 × 420mm
35 3/8 × 16 1/2″

FX.C5.L

FX.A3.L

FX.A4.L

FX.C3.L

Code

FX.A3.R

FX.A4.R

FX.C3.R

FX.C5.R

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

140mm, 5 1/2″

140mm, 5 1/2″

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

23kg, 51lbs

24kg, 53lbs

45kg, 99lbs

60kg, 133lbs

Included

Included

Included

Included

Brackets
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Core collection

A medium-sized concrete trough basin
with optional integrated soap dish and
space for a surface mounted tap

Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with surface or
wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes

Jur .

Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

600 × 400mm
23 5/8 × 15 3/4″

Code

J.A1

Walls

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

60kg, 133lbs

Brackets

Included

600 × 400mm
23 5/8 × 15 3/4″

Code

J.B1

Walls

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

60kg, 133lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

A unique basin design with tall
integrated splashback that has
become a signature style for Kast
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap 1
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included
1

Kern.

Spout and handle extensions may
be required to accommodate for
splash-back thickness (30mm)

Plan view
Size variations

450 × 350mm
17 3/4 × 13 3/4″

Code

K.A1

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

405mm, 16″

Weight

35kg, 78lbs

Brackets

Included

900 × 350mm
35 3/8 × 13 3/4″

Code

K.B1

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

405mm, 16″

Weight

72kg, 159lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

A miniature take on the Kern basin
which is perfect for smaller bathrooms
where space is limited
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with wall mounted tap 1
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included
1

Kern mini.

Spout and handle extensions may
be required to accommodate for the
splash-back thickness (30mm)

Plan view
Size variations

350 × 250mm
13 3/4 × 9 7/8″

Code

KM.A1

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

405mm, 16″

Weight

24kg, 53lbs

Brackets

Included

700 × 250mm
27 1/2 × 9 7/8″

Code

KM.B1

Walls

30mm, 1 1/8″

Height

405mm, 16″

Weight

48kg, 106lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

Minimal in design, this contemporary
concrete basin gives the appearance
of hidden runaway drainage

Lux.
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with surface or wall
mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

600 × 400mm
23 5/8 × 15 3/4″

Code

L.A1

L.A2

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

20mm, 3/4″

Height

100mm, 4″

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

45kg, 99lbs

63kg, 139lbs

Included

Included

Brackets
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Core collection

Refined in design with a distinguishing
contoured bowl and integrated soap dish

Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
For use with surface or wall
mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes

Nilo.

Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

500 × 350mm
19 3/4 × 13 3/4″

Code

N.A1

Walls

25mm, 1″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

56kg, 124lbs

Brackets

Included

600 × 400mm
23 5/8 × 15 3/4″

Code

N.B1

Walls

25mm, 1″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

65kg, 144lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

A traditional and robust concrete
trough sink draining to a deep
central point

Nors.
Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

580 × 420mm
22 7/8 × 16 1/2″

Code

NO.A1

Walls

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

250mm, 9 7/8″

Weight

56kg, 124lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

Elegant and understated in design
with a central basin and vanity space
to each side

Pitch.
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

580 × 320mm
22 7/8 × 12 5/8″

800 × 320mm
31 1/2 × 12 5/8″

580 × 420mm
22 7/8 × 16 1/2″

800 × 420mm
31 1/2 × 16 1/2″

Code

P.A3

P.B2

P.B3

P.C2

P.C5

Walls

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

100mm, 4″

140mm, 5 1/2″

140mm, 5 1/2″

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

35kg, 77lbs

39kg, 86lbs

45kg, 100lbs

45kg, 100lbs

62kg, 137lbs

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Brackets
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Core collection

An elegant washbowl which showcases
the textural qualities of concrete across
a curved plane

Ren .
Options

Surface mounting
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

360mm diameter
14 1/8″ diameter

Code

R.B1

Walls

10mm, 3/8″

Height

160mm, 6 1/4″

Weight

13kg, 29lbs

Brackets

Not included
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Core collection

A practical and elegantly curved
countertop basin with ample
inner depth

Rho.
Options

Surface mounting
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

600 × 350mm
23 5/8 × 13 3/4″

Code

RH.A1

Walls

12mm, 1/2″

Height

150mm, 5 7/8″

Weight

29kg, 64lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

A monolithic concrete trough design
formed as a twin sink vanity for two

Sienn .
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

1340 × 320mm
52 3/4 × 12 5/8″

1100 × 420mm
43 1/4 × 16 1/2″

1340 × 420mm
52 3/4 × 16 1/2″

Code

S.B3

S.C3

S.C5

S.C6

Walls

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

180mm, 7 1/8″

140mm, 5 1/2″

180mm, 7 1/8″

Weight

100kg, 221lbs

139kg, 307lbs

131kg, 289lbs

168kg, 370lbs

Included

Included

Included

Included

Brackets
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Core collection

A sculptural basin defined by the
sweeping curvature of the inner bowl
and generous vanity space

Sono.
Options

Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
For use with wall mounted tap
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

900 × 450mm
35 3/8 × 17 3/4″

Code

SO.A2

Walls

50mm, 2″

Height

140mm, 5 1/2″

Weight

90kg, 198lbs

Brackets

Included
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Core collection

A medium-sized concrete washbasin
with a simple, rectangular form
draining to a central point

Terr .
Options

Available in multiple sizes
Wall or surface mounting
Wall brackets included
Custom stands available
Compatible with all standard
unslotted wastes
Taps, trap + waste not included

Plan view
Size variations

450 × 350mm
17 3/4 × 13 3/4″

450 × 350mm
17 3/4 × 13 3/4″

580 × 420mm
22 7/8 × 16 1/2″

Code

T.A1

T.A3

T.A4

T.B1

T.B2

Walls

20mm, 3/4″

20mm, 3/4″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

40mm, 1 5/8″

Height

80mm, 3 1/8″

150mm, 5 7/8″

150mm, 5 7/8″

80mm, 3 1/8″

150mm, 5 7/8″

Weight

20kg, 44lbs

28kg, 62lbs

29kg, 64lbs

31kg, 68lbs

58kg, 128lbs

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Brackets
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Kast custom basins can be produced to specific
requirements to suit any kitchen, bathroom or
utility space for both residential and commercial
markets. Specially designed and handcrafted
in our factory, each bespoke basin mould is
uniquely produced, cast and finished in your
chosen colour.
The Kast design team can work in conjunction
with their clients to realise their concepts,
through detailed drawings and sampling.
Please visit our website or contact us directly
for any bespoke commissions.
info@kastconcretebasins.com
kastconcretebasins.com
UK. +44 (0)1623 709249
US. +1 855 289 9311
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Weight

Tap-holes

All Kast basins are made from real,
authentic concrete using specially
sourced aggregates, sand and
cement. As a result all Kast basins
will be heavy and it is the client’s
responsibility to ensure that the
brackets are fixed sufficiently to a
structural wall in order to support the
basins. Custom basin weights can be
provided as an estimation and then
confirmed once the basin has been
produced if required.

All Kast basins that are designed to
include tap holes can be supplied
with the tap holes pre-drilled unless
stated otherwise. Tap holes cannot
be drilled until hole size and location
has been confirmed by the client.
Tap holes must be confirmed at
time of order or lead time may be
affected. Alternatively sinks can be
supplied without the holes drilled
and these can be drilled on site.
Please contact a member of the
Kast team who can advise how
best to do so.

Brackets
All Kast basins that are designed to
be wall hung will be supplied with
wall mounting brackets. To ensure
that basins are fully supported,
brackets must be recessed into
the wall by 10–22mm and fixed
to an appropriate wall substrate
such as timber or metal studding.
All standard basin brackets have a
70mm width with a varying height
from 60–100mm depending on the
overall length. All bespoke work will
be judged accordingly by a member
of the design team. Overall sizes will
then be detailed on the manufacture
drawings and require sign off by the
client before going into production.

Frames
As an alternative option to wall
mounting your basin, Kast can
also supply you with a steel frame,
powder coated to any RAL colour,
customised to the size of your sink.
Frame costs are calculated based on
the overall size and specification. If
you would like to explore the options
available please contact a member
of the Kast team.

Overflows
As standard all Kast basins are not
designed to include an overflow.
If this is a project requirement please
contact a member of the Kast team
to discuss your custom requirements
and the options available.

Care & Maintenance
Kast basins are made from a
specialist concrete mix developed
to increase strength, durability
and stain resistance. Our sealing
system provides the most effective
protection whilst maintaining the
natural look and feel of the concrete.
Concrete however, like any stone,
can stain and chip if not treated
with care. Much like a natural
stone or timber, concrete will also
naturally patina over time and will
evolve depending on the usage and
surroundings.
To help maintain your Kast Concrete
Basin, we provide the following
guidelines:
When cleaning your basin, Kast
advises using a soft cloth and a PH
neutral cleaner with warm water.
Kast basins must NOT be cleaned
with any products containing bleach
or harsh chemicals. Basins should
be rinsed thoroughly and dried after
cleaning.
Avoid leaving any liquids on the
surface, especially liquids containing
acids or alkali as these may cause
erosion to the surface of the
concrete. If liquids containing these
properties do come into contact with
the surface we recommend these
are wiped away as soon as possible.

Kast basins must NOT be rubbed
with abrasive materials such as
scouring pads, abrasive spongebacks or wire wool as this may
result in scratching and permanent
damage to the surface.
Avoid leaving any items on the
surface that may allow a vacuum to
form underneath e.g. a cup or bottle
etc. Leaving items on the surface
for a period of time can cause a
difference in surface texture.
As an additional protective barrier
Kast basins can be waxed regularly
with a soft cloth as and when
required.
Avoid impact from heavy objects
directly onto the concrete surface.
Although concrete is a very durable
material the edges are most
vulnerable and impact can cause
chipping, cracking and in some
situations, breakages.
Following these guidelines will limit
the effects of everyday use and keep
your concrete in the best condition.
Staining, scratching and chipping
can however occur; Please see
terms and conditions.
For further information or advice
please refer to our Advisory
Document or contact
info@kastconcretebasins.com

Warranty
All Kast products have a warranty
of 1 year against structural failings
only. It is advised that all Kast basins
are fully inspected within 12 hours
of delivery prior to unpacking and
any issues reported to a member of
the Kast team immediately. In the
event that there is damage to your
concrete basin Kast will recommend
the best solution. Due to the nature
of the material Kast do not offer
refunds. For more information please
refer to our Terms & Conditions.
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White

Ivory

Ash

Fossil

Stone

Iron

Black

Thistle

Heather

Mineral

Steel

Blue

Storm

Duck Egg

Teal

Forest

Green

Mint

Sage

Sandcastle

Golden

Wheat

Blush

Peach

Clay

Ember

Brick

Crimson

With 28 colours to choose
from, ranging from delicate
tones to high intensity hues,
Kast can offer a solution to
suit a variety of individual
project requirements.

All Kast concrete basins are
available in Kast Colours.
Samples of all the Kast tones
and mixes are available on
request. Please visit our website
to see our full range of colours.

www.kastconcretebasins.com
info@kastconcretebasins.com

colours
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Contact
Meden Court
Boughton
Nottinghamshire
NG22 9YU
United Kingdom
UK. +44 (0)1623 709249
US. +1 855 289 9311
info@kastconcretebasins.com
kastconcretebasins.com
@kastconcretebasins
@kastconcretebasins
@kastconcretebasins
@kastbasins
© Kast 2021
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Kast Reforest Program
As part of our continued environmental
commitment, for every basin purchased
we make a contribution to reforestation
organisations. Each basin we sell results
in a tree being planted in nations across
the world, from the UK, where we are
based, to Europe, Africa, Asia and the
Americas. By choosing Kast, you are
helping to support a greener future for
generations to come.

kastconcretebasins.com

